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  CLUB MEETINGS - Are held on the fourth Tuesday of the
  month at the Chamber of Commerce Building, 204 Kanuga Road
  (intersection with Church Street). 6:30  Social half hour;  7:00
  Meeting.

  The Christmas Party is Tuesday, December 12.

  CRITIQUE GROUP - meets on the second Tuesday of the month
  at 1:00 at the Unitarian Universalist Church, 2021 Kanuga Road.
  Next meeting is January 9, 2018 .  

   In Focus!     December 2017

UNDER THE FOLD

If you have not paid your 2018 Annual Dues, we will be collecting 
them at the Christmas Party on December 12. As a result of 
increased Club expenses such as rent for the Chamber of 
Commerce meeting room, dues for 2018 are $35 for an individual 
and $60 for a couple. 

If you cannot attend the Christmas Party, please mail your check to:  
CCoH, c/o Ken Weaver, 24 Kanuga Forest Drive, Hendersonville, 
NC 28739.

For the tutorial on shooting Christmas lights on page 8, a volunteer 
stated that for the 500,000 LED lights at the NC Arboretum, the cost 
for electricity each night is $40. Remarkable!
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CHAIR’S MESSAGE    BY KEN WEAVER

                                   I want to give a heartfelt thanks to all the Club Members for their tremendous contributions toward
                                       the success of the Camera Club of Hendersonville. We saw so many members step forward and
                                       participate in the activities of the Club during the entire year. 

                                       You should all take pride in the accomplishments of the Club in 2017. At the beginning of the year
                                       membership totaled around 100, and throughout the year we have enjoyed great turnouts at our
                                       General Meetings. As a result of genuine hospitality to visitors and positive recruitment efforts our 
paid membership grew to 112 by the end of the year. In 2016 the Club sponsored about 14 field trips during the year but in 
2017, we experienced 17 field trips including two overnight trips!  In addition, two of our Members led Kelby Worldwide 
Photo Walks which helped introduce several individuals to our Club. We successfully introduced the Before and After, Side 
by Side Program to our schedule of meetings. One of the most important things that I noticed over the year was the vast 
improvement in photographic skills of the Club Members. Many of our Members went from point and shooters to photo 
artists! A number of our Members received outstanding recognition for their photographic work.

Please take time to enjoy this holiday season. We are so blessed to live in such a beautiful part of the country!  I wish you all a 
prosperous New Year in 2018.
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DECEMBER CHRISTMAS PARTY

                                                  

                                                  Tuesday, December 12 is the date for our annual party. Bring your significant other! The
                                                       address for the guard gate at Carriage Park is 2827 Haywood Road in Hendersonville. The
                                                       attendant will direct you up the hill and all you need to do is follow the red and white
                                                       balloons!

                                                       The event begins at 6:30pm and we are requesting that you bring hor d’oeuvres, salad, or
                                                       a dessert. The Club will provide soft drinks, ice and bottled water and you can bring your
                                                       favorite adult beverage! In the spirit of the season, we are also requesting that you bring
                                                       canned food or dry packaged food products that can be donated to the IAM (Interfaith
                                                        Assistance Ministry.)

NOVEMBER MEETING RECAP

An near record crowd saw John Ayre’s presentation of five Club outings over the past month. John has our thanks for all the 
time and effort put into reviewing the Club’s outings.

                                               

                                    Bob Coffey Photo

The Club welcomed Asheville photographer Tim Barnwell whose topic was Faces of Appalachia. Tim recounted how he
                                                began with a 4X5 camera, whose film size of  4 inches by 5 inches produced incredibly
                                                sharp photos, even if loading the film was a chore. As he has switched to digital he is now
                                                scanning in many of his original photos.

                                               For his Face of Appalachia book project Tim would drive through the countryside until he saw a
                                               potential photo opportunity. Then he would talk to people, often at length, to find out their story.
                                               Two photos on page 4 are examples of what can be called environmental portraiture, and are
                                               taken from The Face of Appalachia: Portraits From the Mountain Farm. 

                                               The first photograph appeared on the book’s cover. It has several leading lines to draw the
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https://maps.google.com/?q=2827+Haywood+Road&entry=gmail&source=g


NOVEMBER MINI-WORKSHOP RECAP

                                                                                                                                 On November 30 Warren Bedell
                                                                                                                                              and Greg Lmbert presented the
                                                                                                                                              Mini-Workshop “Creating in
                                                                                                                                              Lightroom and Photoshop: Presets
                                                                                                                                              and Local Adjustments.

                                                                                                                                              22 Participants learned how to use
                                                                                                                                              Presets in Lightroom to avoid
                                                                                                                                              having to make the same basic
                                                                                                                                              adjustments to each photo taken.

Warren Bedell and Greg Lambert                                                                                          As the name implies, Local
                                                                                                                                              Adjustments allow the
                                                                                                                                              photographer to make a changes to
                                                                                                                                              one or more parts of a photograph.

                                                                                                                                              Our thanks to Warren and Greg for
                                                                                                                                              their enlightening presentations.

                                                                                                                                             Ginny Bedell photos
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viewer into the photo. However, Tim wanted to know why the farmer was using a steer to plow instead of horses. The farmer 
had health issues and his doctor told him to slow down. His only concession was that when the horses died he switched to 
the steer because it was easier.

In the second photo the farmer explains how he is going to fashion an artificial leg for his rooster; a very commendable 
project. Only later did Tim suspect that the rooster lost its leg in illegal cockfighting.

Our thanks to Tim for a stimulating presentation. His website is barnwellphoto.com

REFRESHMENTS

Our thanks to Gary & Suzanne Lighter and Fernando & Peg Podio for providing the November refreshments.



                                                                                                               Jack Frost

                                                                            Winter in WNC is often an exciting time to get outside and expand your
                                                                            portfolio. When the ground is gently covered in a blanket of white, even
                                                                            familiar surroundings can take on an entirely different perspective, and there
                                                                            are many opportunities to capture unique images. 

                                                                            Winter does present certain challenges that photographers normally don’t
                                                                            have to deal with during other seasons. So, here are some personal comfort
                                                                            and camera tips to consider when you are on your outdoors adventure! 

Dressing in layers is primary since there is a significant difference between the caloric energy burned while hiking to your 
destination and the calories you’ll use once you reach your location. Additionally, your heart rate will also return to normal 
and the cold will begin to penetrate throughout your body. 

Not only do you need to pack in all the camera gear you think you will need, you also might consider carrying an extra fleece 
jacket. As a rule, it is better to bring too many layers than not enough. A greater number of layers will prove more useful than 
a combination of fewer, but heavier layers. They will provide greater flexibility and the trapped air between the layers will 
actually insulate better without extra weight. Additionally, more than one layer of socks will also help keep you comfortable 
and allow you to concentrate on your shooting rather than on your feet. A good pair of insulated hiking boots would also be 
advantageous. 

Hands are trickier to keep warm! A pair of synthetic (non-wool) gloves with silk liners are great. Avoid mittens since they 
make it difficult to change lenses or operate the controls on your camera while wearing them. However, many outdoor 
photographers use glomitts (fingerless gloves with flaps that transform them into mittens). Fingerless gloves are also an 
option. While these won't keep your hands as toasty as you might want; they will let you work without taking them off. In 
between shots, use your pockets to provide a brief respite from the cold. 

Head gear is naturally important too since we lose heat more from our uncovered heads than from any other part of our 
body. A hooded jacket is warm but may block your peripheral vision too much. So, wearing a cap, zipping up your jacket and 
wearing a scarf might be preferable. In really, really cold weather, consider a balaclava to cover your face.

Remember to include lip balm and sunglasses (attached to a lanyard) to your list of personal gear. Staying hydrated and 
nourished is also important for maintaining warmth, so have water and snacks handy.

In short, garments that are breathable and have the ability to wick moisture away from the body, such as wool or synthetic 
fabrics like polyester, are desirable. Cotton should be left at home in winter. Outer garments should be windproof, water-
repellant and breathable. Jackets or parkas should also preferably have a hood. Wool or polyester fleece hats will aid in 
wicking away perspiration. A face mask or balaclava can keep your face from freezing in extreme cold or windy conditions.

Your camera gear may not be alive but it too can be adversely affected by the cold!

So, what do we do with our camera equipment?

Bringing a lens outside into the cold from a warm room will result in moisture condensing on its surface. The same thing 
can happen on any surface including your camera sensor. To prevent this, consider sealing everything in zip lock bags so 
that any condensation will happen on the outside of the bag rather than on your lenses and camera. This may be overkill 
depending on the temperature, but a good precaution since condensation is much harder to wipe off when temps are below 
freezing. Putting everything back into your zip lock bags before bring your gear indoors so it can warm up gradually will 
alleviate moisture problems. Also, refrain from letting your breath condense on your camera lens; otherwise you will 
experience the same problem. Consider holding your breath, or breathe out of the corner of your mouth, not your nose 
when looking through the viewfinder. The use of Live View may also be a good remedy when it’s necessary to ensure that 
moisture is kept totally away. Or, using a rubber eyecup may be helpful in keeping moisture at bay.

Batteries lose power at low temperature, and the colder it is, the faster the drain happens. Even though batteries may appear 
exhausted in cold weather, they will regain their power once warmed back up. The recommendation is to have one or more 
spare batteries when out in the field. Keep spares in a warm inner pocket and switch them when needed. A hand warmer 
placed in the pocket with the spare batteries will keep them toasty and help them recover faster.  
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 THE LEARNING CORNER    BY GINNY BEDELL, EDUCATION DIRECTOR 



 
Snow can be a huge enemy of cameras and lenses. Powdery white snow can find its way into the most unlikely of crevices. 
Get some on your glove and it can easily fall off into your open camera bag. From there, it's just a short hop to landing on a 
lens mount when you change lenses. Scrupulous attention to detail can pay big rewards if you want to avoid nasty surprises. 
Changing lenses on a summer afternoon can become second nature, easily performed without a second thought. Changing 
lenses in winter requires a greater degree of care not always anticipated by those not accustomed to the challenges of snow.

The cold of winter may provide a great opportunity to put your aluminum tripod away and purchase a carbon fiber tripod. Its 
++advantage over aluminum is that it is an insulator while metal is an excellent conductor. Touch an aluminum tripod, and 
you will know it instantly! Grab hold of a carbon fiber tripod with both hands and it will feel cool at worst. In general, carbon 
fiber makes using a tripod in winter a sheer joy. 

Have a fun-filled winter photographic season. Don’t let the challenges posed by winter conditions prevent you from getting 
outdoors. Winter is a unique time of year when numerous and ever-changing photographic opportunities abound.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  

le
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                                      Editor’s note: Bonnie will be co-editor of the newsletter, beginning with the February issue.

                                               My love for photography began from watching my dad chronicle our family through the years. I 
started                                    started with a brownie camera followed by many Instamatic type cameras. My first SLR was 
manual                                   manual and needed the use of a handheld light meter. I started developing black and white film 
in                                            in cobbled together darkrooms in closets and basements. After the black and white phase, my 
second                                   second child, and full-time work, photography became snapshots and vacation photography. My 
current                                    current cameras are an iPhone with various apps for both taking the photo and post processing 
and                                         and I’m relearning how to use my Nikon D90 along with Capture NX2 for post processing. I’m 
self-taught,                             self-taught, so I’m looking forward to learning more about photography and post processing                                         
f                                              from the phenomenal photographers in this Club.

The picture of my Aunt is a favorite because it captured an interesting expression along with her “polio hand”. As a child her 
hand was a fascination and she had to answer many questions from her young nieces and nephews. The lilies were in a 
garden near our apartment in San Francisco, and the milkweed plant was from my patio in New Jersey. The ship was taken 
in San Juan during a vacation. I spent a weekend in Zermatt during a business trip, so I captured the sunrise on the 
Matterhorn and nearby trees after a light dusting of snow. The two sunrises are from my deck in Flat Rock.  

  

PHOTOGRAPHER PROFILE:  Bonnie Mangold  
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TUTORIAL: CHRISTMAS LIGHTS PHOTOGRAPHY

One aspect of the holidays that people look forward to are the bright displays of Christmas lights. This tutorial will cover 
aspects of indoor and outdoor lighting, and will also use several examples from the western North Carolina area.

Tip #1: Take Advantage of the “Blue Hour”
For outdoor shots it is not necessary to wait until it is totally dark. If possible, shoot during the “Blue Hour” -  about a half 
hour after sunset when the sky turns a deep indigo before fading to black. The two photos below are excellent examples 
of the use of the “Blue Hour”.

romanticasheville.com                                                                  romanticasheville.com

For the Biltmore exterior, the Blue Hour provides a contrast with the front lawn that glows with 45,000 lights on the 55 foot 
Norway Spruce. Similarly, the Sylva Courthouse claims to be the most photographed courthouse in North Carolina. Here it 
sits atop a hill of Christmas Trees, overlooking Main Street.

Tip # 2: Compose Creatively
Whether you are photographing the symbolic subjects of the holidays or your friends and family, getting creative with your 
composition certainly cannot hurt. This means paying attention to where you place the camera, and how you organize the 
various elements in each photo.

romanticasheville.com                                                                            ncarboretum.org

Camera placement is illustrated through the two photos above; both were taken from the North Carolina Arboretum’s 2017 
Preview Night. On the left is a standard photo taken of the lighting at the Quilt Garden. It adequately conveys the display 
there. The second photo was taken from above and behind the display. There is an impression of the magnitude of the 
lights, but by including several children it gives a sense of their awe at the display.
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romanticasheville.com                                                                            thelaurelofasheville.com

                                                                                                     One can also change the point of view by focusing on
                                                                                                     different aspects of the same scene. In the top photo above
                                                                                                     the prominent feature is the candelabra. The second photo
                                                                                                     eliminates the candelabra and highlights the lighted tree and 
                                                                                                     the cone-shaped lights. In the third photo the viewer’s eye is
                                                                                                     drawn to the lighted cones that were at the bottom of the
                                                                                                     photograph above right.

ncarboretum.org.

Tip #3: Balancing Shutter Speed, Aperture, ISO and White Balance
All the recommendations below are starting points for you own experimentation, because as advertisements often state: 
“Your experience may vary”.

                                                                                                        Shutter Speed: This photo was taken at Forest City, NC.
                                                                                                        Each Christmas Main Street is decked out with a million
                                                                                                        lights. For a brightly lit scene such as this, photographer
                                                                                                        Katie Dodge recommends setting the shutter speed to
                                                                                                   somewhere in the one-hundredths of a second –
                                                                                                   between 1/100s and 1/160s. She states “This will
                                                                                                   ensure that your photograph comes out sharp – the
                                                                                                   faster the shutter speed, the less of a chance that the
                                                                                                   camera will register any shakiness from being
                                                                                                   handheld.
                                                                                                   Here is an extra tip – nowadays many people are
                                                                                                   changing their Christmas lighting to LED Lights
                                                                                                   because they are brighter, have more vivid colors, and
                                                                                                   are energy-efficient. I would not recommend setting the
romanticasheville.com                                                                shutter faster than 1/160s if there are LED lights in the
                                                                                                   setting because, at that point, the shutter is closing 
faster than the diode’s refresh rate, and the lights may end up looking like they are off. I typically go with 1/160s for 
shutter speed”.
However, for a twilight scene, such as the Biltmore House on page 7, if using a tripod a good beginning range is a 
quarter second to a full second. 
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Aperture: The wider the aperture (the lowest numbers possible), the more light you let into the camera at once. Many 
photographers will keep keep the aperture below f/5.6. This throws the background of your shot out of focus and any 
Christmas lights in the background will become balls of light called bokeh.

Darren Rouse photo                                                                        Darren Rouse photo

                                                  Drew Allen suggests “The technique is particularly good if you also have some element in
                                                  your shot that is in focus. This ‘subject’ might be a person, a pet, a Christmas decoration or
                                                  in the picture above at left, someone’s socks. To achieve the maximum amount of bokeh
                                                  possible with a DSLR the best setting would be f/1.8 or f/2.0.  

                                                  Yet another technique is to use the soft focus to create different shaped bokeh. The Digital
                                                  Photography School states you can make hearts, snow flakes, or stars as in the photo
                                                  above. “You just need to make a little cutout ‘mask’ for your lens. It’s literally nothing more
                                                  than a piece of card stock with a shape cut out of it. Placed on the end of a lens with a fairly
                                                  large aperture you get a wonderful effect. A video tutorial is located at:
                                                  https://digital-photography-school.com/diy-photography-project-how-to-make-custom-bokeh-
                                                 shapes/.”
                                                                            

Katie Dodge states: “If you are interested in creating a sharper image with a starburst effect on the lights, you’ll 
want the aperture to be smaller, around f/11-f/22. This will require a longer shutter speed because there is less light 
being allowed in.” The photo below is of Historic Old Town Fort Collins. At Christmas it lights up with low energy/
sustainable LED lights that span seven blocks. The starburst shown here, the North Star, is obtained two main ways:

                 visitftcollins.com  

https://digital-photography-school.com/diy-photography-project-how-to-make-custom-bokeh-shapes/
https://digital-photography-school.com/diy-photography-project-how-to-make-custom-bokeh-shapes/


either through a star effect filter or in Photoshop. Star effect filters come in all common lens thread sizes, are etched in a 
crisscross pattern, and have varying designs and different color streaks. They are designed to intentionally diffract light and 
create the star point effect. Such filters also create some rainbow dispersion effects and generally soften the overall image.

The image above from Tiffen illustrates filters that produce star effects of different numbers of points from 2 to 16, and 
different point patterns (for example: North Star, Streak, Vector). A Tiffen 62 mm North Star Filter costs about $64 at B&H. 
The company currently has more than 800 variations of star effect filters.

For the economy-minded, photographer Michael Woloszynowicz states: “Photoshop offers a method of creating such an 
effect. As illustrated above, the star shape should be selected from the brushes palette. If you are on the default set, click on 
the little arrow atop the right of the menu and load the Assorted set. From there one has four preset starburst brushes and 
each can be edited to make them bigger or smaller and have different styles”.  The closest to the North Star effect in the Ft. 
Collins photo would be the Starburst - Large option. Much more on this Photoshop technique can be found on Michael’s16-
minute video “Making Realistic Starburst Effects in Photoshop” at: http://www.vibrantshot.com/creating-realistic-starburst-
effects-in-photoshop/.

ISO: The tradeoffs between using high and low ISO numbers are well known to many photographers. Higher ISO numbers 
(i.e. 3200 or above) allows one to shoot scenes that are less well lit. Low ISO numbers have less noise. For many scenes a 
combination of ISO 200 with an aperture of f/4 and an exposure of 1/4 second is a good starting point.

                                                                      In this scene of a candlelight service the ISO was 3200. Using a flash would                                                                        
would                                                            not only be disruptive, but a white balance adjustment would be needed to                                                                      
approximate                                                  approximate the original colors of the scene. Fortunately, most modern cameras 
do                                                                  do a fine job even at ISO settings as high as 3200 or even 6400 - particularly if 
you just                                                         you just want to share photos online or print at smaller sizes like 4X6.

                                                                      On the other hand, the type of camera makes a difference. For low light scenes 
scenes                                                          the Canon website states: “With a compact digital camera like a Canon 
PowerShot,                                                   Powershot you may want to opt for an ISO no higher than 400 in combination 
with                                                               with a slow shutter speed and/or wide aperture”.

                                                                     Finally, there are differences among photographers about if or when to use the 
Auto                                                              Auto ISO setting. If the concern with this setting is a lack of flexibility, Simon 
Ringsworth                                                   Ringsmuth contends: “Many modern digital cameras have user-programmable 
Auto                                                             Auto ISO settings. You can use this to tell your camera to select the best ISO 
when                                                            when using the semi-automatic (A/Av, S/Tv, or P) modes but stay within      
Simon Ringsmuth photo                              parameters that you define. For instance, if you know that your camera gets too

noisy above ISO 3200, you can set that to be the maximum allowable ISO but let your camera do the rest. Or you can also 
set a minimum shutter speed before the Auto ISO kicks in. If you don’t want to shoot anything slower than, say, 1/30 of a 
second, your camera will do everything in its power to maintain proper exposure by adjusting the ISO in order to stay above 
that shutter speed. This can be quite handy at holiday gatherings when you don’t want to spend all night fiddling with your 
camera’s menus and settings but also want to make sure you get the best shots possible without the pop-up flash constantly 
blinding your guests”. 

White Balance: The Photography Blog “The Strobist” recommends “setting your camera's white balance for ‘tungsten’, as 
if you were shooting indoors without flash. Previous to LED lighting, all of those little lights were tungsten balanced. As a 
bonus, the tungsten turns your afterglow sky royal blue of the Blue Hour once your light balances out. The sky will look great 
- even if it is a cloudy evening. For LED lighting the best approach is still to start with the tungsten setting -- but check your 
other white balance settings to see which looks best”.
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http://www.vibrantshot.com/creating-realistic-starburst-effects-in-photoshop/
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Tip # 4: Experiment With A Wide-Angle Lens
Wider focal lengths, such as 16mm, 18mm, 24mm, etc. capture so much more of a scene. A 16-35mm lens boasts a wide 
viewing angle of 108 degrees, and captures so much more of a scene. Further, these lens are much more 'forgiving,' 
showing little-to-no blur from camera movement, even at slower shutter speeds.

While your Christmas lights photos may not include the sweep of Biltmore’s Winter Garden and Banquet Hall, these photos

romanticasheville.com                                                                  romanticasheville.com

illustrate the most important point: Fill the Frame. Make sure your picture includes everything interesting and noteworthy 
that you can possible fit in. Fill your frame and your photos will instantly look more professional. Also check to make sure 
you are not including unwanted items at the edge, such as a tripod leg or your own foot.

Tip # 5: Know When To Put The Camera Away
Take time to enjoy a scene with your eyes as well as with your camera. Simon Ringsmuth gives this advice for shooting 
all kinds of holiday scenes: “As the saying goes, there is a time for everything under the sun. This includes a time to shoot 
pictures and a time to just be with friends and family. Rather than 100 photos of your family opening presents, just take a 
handful and use the rest of your time to simply be with your loved ones. Try to be intentional when taking fewer photos, and 
the result will be more keepers that you want to look at years down the road instead of dozens and dozens of images of 
the same scene. So just relax, soak it all in and think about all of the shopping you have left to do”.

Sources:  Katie Dodge, “How to Photograph Christmas Lights”, December 24, 2017.  http://blog.christmaslightsetc.com/
diy/photograph-christmas-lights/; Simon Ringsmuth, “Four Tips for Taking Better Holiday Photos”, https://digital-
photography-school.com/4-tips-for-taking-better-holiday-photos/; Drew Allen, “How to Take Better Holiday Pictures”, 
https://blog.fractureme.com/photography/take-better-holiday-photos/; The Strobist, “ How to Photograph Christmas Lights”, 
https://strobist.blogspot.com/2006/12/how-to-photograph-christmas-lights.html; Darren Rouse, How to Take Beautiful 
Bokeh Christmas Images”, The Digital Photography School, https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-take-beautiful-
bokeh-christmas-images-with-31-stunning-examples/.

PRIMER: HOLIDAY FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY

While flash is not recommended for holiday photos, in some instances it is unavoidable. The questions below can serve as a 
brief refresher for flash photography. Answers are on page 13.

1.  On most cameras what is the flash sync set at?

     a. About 1/200th of a second, but flashguns allow one to adjust
     b. About 1/1000 of a second by default to keep everything sharp

     c. About 1/100th of a second, as flash helps to keep things sharp anyway
     d. Flash sync can’t be set – it changes according to available light

2. What exposure mode should you use when employing fill-in flash to ensure natural-looking results?
    a. M
    b. Av
    c. Tv
    d. P



 3. Why do some photographers still use hand-held light meters instead of using the camera’s internal one?
     a.  They work out the correct color temperature to set for the particular conditions
     b.  They warn you with a loud beeping noise if your shutter speed starts to fall
     c.  They give an easy graphic representation of blown out highlights and clips
     d.  They accurately measure light falling on a subject, rather than light bouncing back to the camera 

ILLUSTRATED PHOTOGRAPHY DICTIONARY:  “A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words”

                                            

                        

                                             Pictorialist Movement –. There is no standard definition of the term, but in general it refers to
                                             a style in which the photographer manipulates a straightforward photograph into a creative
                                             one. Edward Steichen and others in the movement hoped to show that photography was
                                             indeed artistic. The movement thrived from about 1885 to 1914. Shown is Steichen’s
                                             atmospheric shot of the Flatiron Building, 1905

                                                                         
                                                                   Pincushion Distortion - An optical distortion, common in less expensive
                                                                   lenses, where parallel lines on the horizontal or vertical plane bow inward.
                                                                   Pincushion distortion is the opposite of barrel distortion.

                                                    PNG (Portable Network Graphics) - Developed as a patent-free alternative to GIF,
                                                    this format is used for lossless compression for purposes of displaying images on the
                                                    World Wide Web. Adopted by the WWW consortium as a replacement for GIF, some
                                                    older versions of Web browsers may not support PNG images.

LEGAL STUFF - THE FINE PRINT

Contents of this site are © 2017 by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, NC or its members except where noted. All image copyrights are 
held by the photographer. You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any contents of this newsletter without the explicit 
written permission of the copyright holder. Any links to external websites provided on the Camera Club of Hendersonville Website and/or 
newsletter pages are provided as a courtesy. They should not be construed as as an endorsement by the Camera Club of Hendersonville of 
the content or views of the linked materials. The information contained is for general information purposes only. The information is provided 
by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, a not-for-profit organization, and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct, 
we make no representations or warranties of any kind.

Answers to the Primer on page 11:
1: A;  2: B:  3: D 
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